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Melted Toys self-titled debut is out on Underwater Peoples September 16, 2014. Culminating 
three years after their acclaimed Washed & Dried EP first unveiled the group's distinct blend of 
hazy, plaintive pop and psychedelic electronica, the full-length reigns in squarely as the group's 
most definitive vision yet. It comes on as a sort of sanctuary-in-transit, inspired both by the 
shifting visions of dreams and global travel, so that each of the twelve passages flicker and 
flame with equal impression. 

Melted Toys is Stephen Harkins, Daniel Rosado, Brian Wakefield, and Ole Haarstad. Their 
casual bond laces the languid pop with an unpretentious melodic language. It's both downcast 
and serene, resembling the catalog of mid-career FELT, where Maurice Deebank's somber leads 
colored each and every detail, rather than just issuing showy statements at predictable inter-
vals. Highlights along the album spark from timely synthesizer voicings as well, mixed in 
fantastic contrast against the shadowy mid tones of Wakefield's bass and Haarstad's metro-
nomic, motorik drumming style.      

The three-year wait for this debut irked followers and friend's close to the band, but it was 
caused by one of the members leaving a laptop containing all the initial work on a San 
Francisco BART train. So it goes, and Melted Toys seems to have used the guffaw to their 
advantage, as the band re-located to Los Angeles, and singer-guitarist Harkins ended up travel-
ing to Beijing, Tokyo, and Taipei, where he wrote an additional half of the material. 

"Bummed Out" signals the albums opening tone with a wiry lead from Rosado, a kind of 
circuit-bent guitar hook that practically finishes Harkins' nodding out sentences. Further along 
the first side "A Postcard" unfurls the most somber portrait of the LP, but forgoes lulling in 
self-importance by trodding against a snare heavy loop, and sneering delivery. 

Tellingly, the lyrics to "Horizon" seem to underscore the album's themes of psychoactive and 
physical escape: "Here I'm standing right on the cusp / of what could be my life / when we're 
strapped under pressure / we could go inside our minds", wherein Harkins ends the verse with 
the line, "There's a chance for us / LAX back to Beijing." There, Harkins consolidates Melted 
Toys’ psychedelia with wanderlust, and what's more, the album seems most apt for both these 
extremes: music for headphones en route to self-discovery, or music for mental escape indoors, 
where's there's nothing more to discover but music.
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